Mobile Refuge Chamber®
4 to 6 person workface refuge

The Strata 4 / 6 person refuge chambers are compact and mobile, designed specifically to stay close to the workface for immediate refuge in emergency situations.

- The Mobile Chamber is designed to be fully autonomous with 36 hours of on-board breathing air systems and battery backup
- They can also be connected to available utilities (power, compressed air and water) to extend the supplies indefinitely
- Chambers come standard with fork lift slots, lifting and towing lugs and have optional, solid-rubber wheels
- A 36 hour, low voltage air conditioner is included to maintain safe and comfortable temperatures for occupants
- Mobile chambers are always in ready-status and easy to maintain
CONSTRUCTION:

- Light weight and completely portable
- 5mm steel solid construction
- Cushioned seating for occupants
- Storage areas
- Standard Size: 1800mm x 1800mm x 1700mm
- Custom sizes available
- IT attachment, fork lift guides, lifting facility and skid base

FEATURES:

- High quality Mine Air Filter System (AS 1715/16)
- Back-up breathable air supply
- Back-up battery systems
- Refrigerated, low voltage cooling system
- Fire extinguisher
- Fully reflective signage for greater visibility